
 
 
 

From: Hicks, Steve <Steve.Hicks@reading.gov.uk>  
Sent: 04 August 2020 17:24 
To: Alisdair Chant <Alisdair.Chant@berkeleygroup.co.uk>; Caroline McHardy 
<Caroline.McHardy@berkeleygroup.co.uk> 
Cc: Markwell, Jonathan <Jonathan.Markwell@reading.gov.uk> 
Subject: FW: 55 Vastern Road ref 200188 
 
Dear Caroline & Alisdair 
 
Further to our previous emails and apologies for the delay in replying to you, I don’t propose to set out the detail of 
your submission nor the Councils response in any great detail in this email but instead to focus on the main points of 
contention that we can then discuss further as necessary. 
 
Please do note however the enclosed Argus appraisal which I separately asked BPS to run and which I have 
annotated further in this email. 
 
Introduction 
 
BPS Chartered Surveyors and myself have assessed the viability appraisal submission on the above site in which you 
set out a case for nil affordable housing based on the following key elements: 
 

A GDV of £78.584m based on private residential sales values averaging £555 psf 
Delivery costs of £78,157m including £51.2m build costs 
A benchmark land value EUV a B1 offices of £8m together with a 20% landowner premium uplift 
Profit out turn of 0.53% on GDV of £417k 

 
The viability has been reviewed on the basis that you ae looking to deliver a scheme on a margin return of 0.53% 
which means that you are anticipating significant value growth, cost reduction or looking or bank or turn the site 
with the benefit of a planning consent.  
 
Please note that BPS and myself have previously been or are currently involved in a number of similar/town centre 
viability cases.  
 
GDV 
 
The commercial unit and residential ground rents seem to have been omitted from your GDV calculation  and we 
have added these back in, allowing for a suitably soft yield on the ground rents to reflect current govt thinking, and 
this adds £812k of combined value back into the appraisal 
 
It has also been noted that of the 55 car parking spaces within the development 13 have been included with the 1 
bed units and 37 remain unallocated. If sold individually, this could add at least circa £740-925k to the GDV due to 
the location. 
 
The sale values provided and analysed are on a per block basis as is standard and a breakdown of BPS sales 
estimates can be provided but for the moment the headline difference is your average forecast of £555 psf sale rate 
and our assessment of £597 psf.   
 
Delivery costs 
 
The construction costs break back to an equivalent £362 psf in your appraisal which is significantly higher than other 
town centre and high rise schemes I have been involved with. Whilst you have provided a componentised cost plan 
and this is not disputed in principle by BPS at this stage I cannot see how these costs can be justified, equating to a 
disportionately high ratio of 65% on value. 
 



Using a figure of £250 psf which is more in line with what I would expect to see, greatly improves the position, as do 
the other cost reductions referred to below. 
 
The 3rd party costs of £500k have not been itemised of justified and I would anyway expect them to come off the 
land price as an assembly cost. 
 
Agents fees of 4.5% are high and 2-3% is a more competatve basis. 
 
With Berkleys ability to borrow competitively in the market or part equity fund the development a 7% financing cost 
is high. 
 
Benchmark land Value 
 
Whilst the value assumption by Romans are not unreasonable, the cost of £400k of the proposed subdivision into 5-
10,000 units is light. Considering the age of the property and the fact that SSE have wound down their occupation 
over a length of time it is highly likely that additional non cosmetic Landlord cap ex work will be required eg M&E so 
we have include a figure of £1.4m to allow for these additional works. 
 
As the proposal is to subdivide the property into multi lets I would argue that this in not an EUV in the strict sense as 
the intention is to spend capital to deliver a different B1 product. It could be argued that this is an AUV assumption 
and as such should not attract a landowner premium.  
 
Making these adjustments results in a revised BLV of £6.942m including costs as opposed to your original figure of 
£10.368m  
 
Residual output 
 
Rerunning your Argus appraisal with the above adjustments and allowing for 30% affordable housing on site with a 
blended rate results in a revised profit of £21m equating to 28% return on GDV which shows that the development 
can more than readily provide policy compliant affordable housing on site and still give Berkely a significant above 
benchmark developer return. 
 
Running a higher build cost at your submitted level reduces the profit level to 3.66% on GDV but still allows for policy 
compliant affordable housing. Considering your submission to deliver the scheme at 0.53% on GDV this is still a 
marked improvement in terms of developer margin as well as delivering policy compliance.   
 
I look forward to your acceptance of this revised position but if you have any comments or questions at all then 
please don’t hesitate to contact me. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Steve 
 
Steve Hicks MRICS 
Property Estates & Valuation  
Reading Borough Council  
Tel: 0118 9372597 
Mob: 07817 083317 
 
 


